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“Therapeutic Conversations with Queer Youth is unsurpassed as one of the leading applied clinical queer theory
texts written to date. Julie acts as a translator in her approach to discussing social construction and queer theory
in accessible ways—which allows both experienced clinicians and novice students to grasp challenging
concepts. Critical questions and case vignettes guide the reader to thoughtfully consider the significant, yet often
unspoken and unacknowledged experiences of young people. She challenges ‘experts’ to move beyond academic
and theoretical understandings to a place where insider perspectives of queer youth are heard and honored. Julie
breathes humility and responsiveness into her work with queer youth, creating liberating therapeutic spaces. This
book radically challenges the conventional diversity training that often guides work with queer youth. Reflecting
on Julie’s words, it truly is an invitation to clinicians, educators, students, and youth workers to queer your
practice.”—Kristen Benson, PhD, North Dakota State University
“Tilsen produces a sophisticated new vision for mental health professionals to better grapple with the nature of
human identity, sexuality, and gender described through the lived experience of queer youth. Using both a scholarly and conversational
voice, this researcher critiques the outmoded labels produced within identity politics and modernist psychology and provides a
revolutionary and radical analysis for engaging with the complexities, possibilities, and preferences of queer-identified youth. The ultimate
strength of this text lies in its riveting commentary on identity construction that unhinges our contemporary understandings of sexuality and
gender and provides a fresh pathway to meaningful and respectful engagement with queer youth.”—Gerald Monk, PhD, San Diego State
University
“Julie Tilsen has written a book that is firmly embedded in both queer theory and narrative dialogic practices, bridging the gap between
heady ideas and skilled clinical practice. This book has provided me with the answer to the most common question I am asked—to explain
the word ‘queer.’ After years of linguistic stumbling, Julie Tilsen has given me language: ‘to queer something is an emergent process of
disrupting expected norms in such a way that new possibilities emerge and standard, unquestioned practices become open for interrogation.’
This very queer book will help all who work with LGBT youth (and Julie Tilsen is clear that we must work collaboratively with these
youths) to disrupt our own norms, and to question our clinical practice, developmental theories, and outdated perspectives on identity
development. Revolutionary!”—Arlene Istar Lev, LCSW-R, author of "Transgender Emergence"
“Prepare to engage! Julie Tilsen takes you right into the middle of conversations with queer young people that are lively, fresh, and deeply
respectful. She is not telling counselors how to do what she does. She shines a flashlight ahead of her and says come with me. The ride she
takes you on is vibrant, spirited, and rich with intelligent commentary. This book is written to be practiced—not really surprising because
Julie Tilsen gives more than sneaking glimpses into her own practice. She opens the door wide and says come on in. She writes with a rare
verve and a disarming directness so that her words convey a vital, invigorating force. They blow out cobwebs in the back of the mind.
People should read this book. Many people. Some will find it is worth it to turn round straight away and read it again. It hums so much it
will repay the effort.”—John Winslade, PhD, California State University San Bernardino
About the Author
Julie Tilsen, PhD, is the Training Director for the International Center for Clinical Excellence (www.centerforclinicalexcellence.com) and
an Associate of the Taos Institute (www.taosinstitute.net). Her work is featured in several counselor training videos produced by Alexander
Street Press including: Queer Theory in Action: Theoretical Resources for Therapeutic Conversations (parts 1 & 2); Feedback Informed
Treatment; Therapy as Social Construction; and iYouth: Kids, Counseling, and Pop Culture. Julie’s work focuses on conversational
practices anchored in socially just approaches and an ethic of relational responsiveness. Julie loves living in Minneapolis with her partner
Lauri, where the bike culture, food culture, and women’s hockey culture are most awesome.
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